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Kelly Jacobs has already paid the ultimate price of loving a warrior. She has the folded flag and the

grateful thanks of a nation to prove it. Navy SEAL Joe "Bear" Baker can't ask her to accept that risk

again, even though he loves her. But the man responsible for her husband's death is back, closer

than either of them realize. Kelly's in danger, and Joe may not get there in time. This romantic

suspense with its theme of God as refuge provides a firsthand look at life in the military, where

serving God and country create truly uncommon heroes.
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There is just something about a man in uniform which has romance readers' hearts all a tweeter

especially if the uniform is that of a Navy SEAL. One need only look at the highly successful SEAL

books by Suzanne Brockman to know what branch of the military service is the reader's favorite.

Well move over Susanne Brockman, there is a new kid on the block who has created a truly

stunning tale of love and devotion to God, Country and to those left behind when the missions are

done. TRUE DEVOTION is the remarkably poignant story of a Navy SEAL widow and the man

whose love for her is tied to her husband's death. Multnomah author, Dee Henderson, who has

captivated romantic suspense readers with DANGER IN THE SHADOWS and THE NEGOGIATOR,

has crafted a tale of love and devotion sure to fascinate the most cynical reader.Navy widow and

lifeguard, Kelly Jacobs has found herself in tight spots before but nothing like this. Relying on

survival skills her deceased husband taught her may not be enough to save her and the young



surfer as they are caught in a rip tide being drawn out to sea. As the biting cold of the water is taking

its toll and darkness sets in Kelly races to keep her young charge alive and her strength up but her

spirit takes the biggest toll. With the knowledge Navy SEALs take care of their own including

widows, her only hope is they will be found soon by the Navy or Coast Guard. Yet, as the tide

pushes them further away from the few lights still visible from the base, her thoughts drift to her

husband's best friend, Navy SEAL Lt. Joe "Bear" Baker. As her faith and spirit are tested to the limit

it seems she has some unfinished business about her husband's death and her growing feelings for

"Bear" Baker.
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